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Capabilities
Marine & Transit losses often come with their own 
peculiar challenges, from locating and assessing 
damaged property to managing the differing  
interests of insurers, insured and manufacturers. 

McLarens has a long-standing reputation as a  
global adjusting firm including our marine and  
transportation specialists, providing specialized  
global cargo services.

Marine at McLarens Indonesia

Since 1991 when we established our current  
Indonesian operations, Marine and Transit have been 
part of our services and have grown significantly,  
catering to both global accounts and the local market.

                                                                            

Global Claims 
Services
McLarens International is 
the only employee-owned 
claims service provider 
with an integrated 
worldwide office network.



                                                                            

Scope of Services
Our services encompass:

• Loading / Unloading /  
Tally Surveys

• Hull and Machinery Claims 

• Adjustment of Cargo Claims

• Outturn Surveys

• Preshipment Surveys

• Shop Condition Surveys

• Project Cargoes

• Marine Liability

• Port & Terminal Liability

• Recoveries – in cooperation 
with W.E. COX

• Shipyard Risk Management



People

Zainal Abidin Nav Arch, MBA, ICAP, ANZIIF (Fellow), CIP
MARINE MANAGER
+62 (0) 8129145939 | zainal.abidin@mclarens.com

Zainal graduated from the Naval Architecture Faculty of the University of Hasanuddin in Makassar, 
Sulawesi. He obtained a scholarship for ship production from Kvaerner Masa Yards, Finland, and was 
also awarded a diploma degree from the Finnish Institute for International Trade (FINTRA), Finnish 
Employer’s Management Development Institute (FEMDI) during his stay in Finland. 

On his return to Indonesia he continued his post graduate studies and holds a Masters degree in 
Business Administration from the University of Indonesia, Jakarta, majoring in Logistics and Supply 
Chain Management. In 2008, he was qualified as a Fellow of the Australian and New Zealand Institute 
of Insurance and Finance (ANZIIF), and obtained a Certified Insurance Professional (CIP) qualification 
from the same organization. He also holds an Indonesian Certified Adjusting Practitioner (ICAP – 
Marine path) qualification from the regulator’s certified qualification body and Indonesian Adjusters 
Association. 

Zainal commenced his career in the Directorate General of Sea and Land Transportation of the 
Ministry of Transportation Republic of Indonesia. He was subsequently employed as a Ferry Manager 
before he joined a leading insurance broker associated with Gallagher Group, where he worked as a 
Marine Risk Engineer.  

He carried out risk assessments, handling of marine cargo and marine hull claims, P & I liaison 
for ship assessment, loading and unloading surveys and prepared reports, logistics, supply chain, 
transportation audit and warehouse management advice to their clients.

In addition to his management role, Zainal is actively involved with surveys, and adjustment of Hull 
and Machinery, Marine Cargo, Outturn Surveys, Preshipment Surveys, Ship Condition Surveys, Salvage, 
Project Cargoes, Recoveries and Shipyard Risk Management. He attended a range of marine training 
seminars locally and regionally.

Zainai attained the following professional certifications:

• Internal Auditor ISM-Code from Indonesian Classification Bureau (BKI)

• Internal Auditor Quality Management System from Indonesian Classification Bureau (BKI)

• Owner Surveyor from Indonesian Classification Bureau (BKI)

• Ship Stability from Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)

• High Speed Craft Regulation from Directorate of Sea Transportation

• Ship Appraisal and Price analysis from Transforum Ship and Port Advisory 

• Marine Hull and Cargo claims and Analysis

• AISI – Fosfa (Palm Oil Handling and Shipment)

• BOSIET – Basic Offshore Survival Induction & Emergency Training

Budi Maharesi Dipl CII, ICAP, FCLA
PRESIDENT DIRECTOR / EXECUTIVE ADJUSTER
+62 (0) 816 82 0517 | budi.maharesi@mclarens.com

Budi is a German trained Mechanical Engineer with particular expertise in machinery losses, as well 
as having considerable experience in property losses. He also acquired expertise in the Oil and Gas 
sector working for Schlumberger South East Asia and in the mining industry having worked for 
Caterpillar Authorised Dealer in Indonesia assigned at Freeport McMoran in Papua before he joined 
PTMI in 1993. He has developed a specialist team of mechanical engineers and qualified mechanics 
handling Heavy Equipment losses, frequently in remote areas of Indonesia, such as very large mining, 
logging, agricultural and industrial equipment as well as various kinds of material handling equipment. 

Budi started his career at PTMI as Loss Adjuster prior to his promotion as Manager in 2000, 
Operations Director in 2004 and President Director / Country Manager from 2014 to the present. 

Budi attained a Diploma CII as well as Diploma of Loss Adjusting from ANZIIF (Australian and New 
Zealand Institute of Insurance and Finance) and is a Fellow of ANZIIF, AICLA (Australasian Institute 
of Chartered Loss Adjusters), Chartered Loss Adjusters, and IFAA (International Federation Adjusting 
Association). Nationally, He is an Indonesian Certified Adjusting Practitioner (ICAP) and an AMRP 
(Indonesian Insurance Risk Management Expert) of the Indonesian Insurance Institute.  He is the 
immediate past President of APKAI (The Association of Indonesian Insurance Adjuster 2011 - 2019), 
the Vice Chairman of the Indonesian Insurance Council as well as the past Deputy President and past 
Chairman of the International Division of AICLA, Australia.

Throughout his career, he has attended all provinces in Indonesia for practically all kinds of claims, as 
well as business sectors. He attended hundreds of courses, workshops, seminars, conferences either 
as participants or speakers. He also attended several times in a tribunal or arbitrations as either fact 
witness or expert witness within the insurance disputes. 

In the early years at McLarens, he handled various marine cargo claims for projects, loading 
and unloading survey for a number of large projects in Indonesia, for example, Chandra Asri 
Petrochemical, Pertamina Balongan Refinery, PLN Suralaya coal fired power plant, PLN Tanjung Priok 
combined cycle power plant, and various damage survey and adjustment of industrial machinery, 
rotating equipment and heavy equipment.

 



People (Continued)

Fisha Firdianto Dipl Mar 
LOSS ADJUSTER (MARINE & NON-MARINE)
+62 (0) 217504514 | fisha.firdiyanto@mclarens.com

Fisha graduated from the Maritime Academy “AMI” Jakarta and attained a Diploma in Merchant 
Marine majoring in Shipping Business.

In 2010, he started to work for PT. Berlian Laju Tanker Tbk., as port agent in their branch office at 
Merak, Banten. He was responsible for handling clearance with the Harbour Master, Quarantine, 
Customs, Port Authority, Immigration and vessel maintenance there. He also worked for PT. Admiral 
Lines as vessel operator at their head office.

Fisher is recently promoted as Loss Adjuster (Marine). He joined McLarens Indonesia in 2014 as 
Marine Surveyor and has been handling mainly marine cargo claims, and other marine surveying in 
various kind such as bulk carriers, containers, shortage of shipment, land transits, air cargo handling of 
various commodities.

He attended a number of training course in Indonesia, including: 

• Marine Cargo Insurance at STIMRA (Indonesian Insurance Management Institute)

• Incoterms, Policy Coverage & RM in Marine Cargo Insurance

• Workshop unseaworthiness, Technical & Marine Insurance – Jakarta Insurance Institute

• Workshop Marine Hull claims and Analysis – Jakarta Insurance Institute

• Workshop AISI – Fosfa (Palm Oil Handling and Shipment)

Tri Sekti BE (Civil), ICAP, ACLA, AAAI-K, ANZIIF (Snr Assoc), CIP
SENIOR LOSS ADJUSTER (MARINE & NON-MARINE)
+62 (0) 81319573967 | tri.sekti@mclarens.com

Tri Sekti graduated from the Faculty of Civil Engineering of Gadjah Mada University in Yogyakarta. He 
joined PT. Asuransi Sinarmas as a Management Trainee in 2000. He was then assigned to their claim 
department as a claim examiner and in house adjuster for building claims. 

He was promoted to Senior Claims Examiner and handled claims from business lines including Fire, IAR, 
PAR, Personal Accident, Marine and Aviation. He gained a wide range of experience in general property 
and marine claims particularly for damage to jetty and terminal structures and for shore reclamation 
losses. When he left Sinarmas in 2007, he was fully assigned to manage the marine claims department.  
Tri Supports our marine team especially for civil engineering related commodities.

Tri joined McLarens in 2008 and is qualified as an Associate of the Indonesian Insurance Institute 
for general insurance (AAAI-K), Indonesian Certified Adjusting Practitioner (ICAP), Fellow of the 
International Federation of Adjusting Association (FIFAA), Senior Associate of ANZIIF and a CIP 
qualification from the same body. 

Zubhan Amir
 LOSS ADJUSTER (MARINE & NON-MARINE)
+62 (0) 8161668067 | zubhan.amir@mclarens.com

Zubhan has more than 16 years’ experience in fruit, dairy products, meat and vegetables shipments,  
and bulk commodities such as soya bean meal, fish meal, rice, CPO and other commodities. 

Muchtar Sarkawi BE, ACLA
LOSS ADJUSTER (MARINE & NON-MARINE)
+62 (0) 816820517 | muchtar.sarkawi@mclarens.com

Muchtar is a planology engineer who started his career in a consultant company. He moved to Asuransi 
Sinarmas, the biggest insurance companies in Indonesia managing machinery and marine claims. He 
then moved to Asuransi Wahana Tata in underwriting department before he joined McLarens in 2014 as 
general surveyor, and promoted to Loss Adjuster in 2015. 

He is well-experienced in handling various marine cargo claims throughout Indonesia. He holds an 
Associate of Australasian Institute of Chartered Loss Adjusters. 

Aditya Perdana Hamdani SH, ICAP, ACLA, FIFAA, ANZIIF (Snr Assoc), CIP
LIABILITY & FINANCIAL LINES MANAGER / EXECUTIVE ADJUSTER (MARINE & NON-MARINE)
+62 (0) 81318421970 | aditya.perdana@mclarens.com

Adit holds a Bachelor of Law, majoring in International Law, where he became interested in maritime law.

Upon completion of his studies, he joined a major local insurance broker in Indonesia in 2005 as a 
management trainee and his last position with them was claims supervisor, specialising in marine and 
liability claims.

Prior to joining McLarens in 2010, he worked for the Ministry of Transportation as a Legal Analyst 
where he was involved as junior member in various legal drafting related to transportation rules and 
regulations, from which he gained a network of contacts with government authorities in transportation. 
He has been handling marine claims mainly in the cargo, marine liability and port and terminal liability. 

Adit is qualified as a Senior Asociate of the Australian and New Zealand Institute of Insurance and 
Finance (ANZIIF), and holds a Certified Insurance Professional (CIP) qualification from the same 
body. He also holds an Indonesian Certified Adjusting Practitioner (ICAP - Marine path), Fellow of the 
International Federation of Adjusting Association, and is an Associate member of the Australasian 
Institute of Chartered Loss Adjusters (AICLA).

He has completed the following courses:

• Marine Cargo Insurance at Widya Dharma Institute

• Marine Insurance Course at Trisakti

• Incoterms, Policy Coverage & RM in Marine Cargo Insurance

• Workshop unseaworthiness, Technical and Marine Insurance

• Workshop Marine Hull claims and Analysis

• Workshop AISI – Fosfa (Palm Oil Handling and Shipment) 

• BOSIET – Basic Offshore Survival Induction & Emergency Training

Ridwan Arriyadh BE (Mech), CHFI, AICLA (Aff)
SENIOR LOSS ADJUSTER (MARINE & NON MARINE)
+62 (0) 8567083466 | ridwan.arriyadh@mclarens.com

Ari joined PTMI in 2008 as a General Surveyor doing marine and non-marine surveys. He had previously 
gained wide experience in IT equipment including GPS tracking systems from his previous company, PT. 
Sisfo Indonesia. In 2010, he was transferred full-time to the Marine Department and has a wide range 
of experience on marine surveys and marine cargo claims including power plant equipment, pressure 
vessels and other machinery. 

He was involved in several large marine cargo losses at PLTU Nagan Raya (Meulaboh), PLTU Gunung 
Raja (Prambumulih), PLTU 2 NTB (Lombok), PLTU Asam-asam (South Kalimantan), PLTU Pangkalan 
Susu (North Sumatra) and PLTU Celukan Bawang (Bali). 

Ari attained his Bachelor of Engineering Degree in Mechanical Engineering at Pamulang University 
in Jakarta, and is an Affiliate member of the Australasian Institute of Chartered Loss Adjusters. He 
attended various Marine Cargo courses and seminars arranged by the Indonesian Insurance Institute, 
and is also a member of McLarens Cyber Team who holds a Certified Hacking Forensic Investigator 
(CHFI) from EC Council – accredited by ANSI. 



Alan Gallacher FCII, FCILA, CIP, FIRM, FUEDI ELAE 
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
+62 (0) 217504514 | alan.gallacher@mclarens.com

Alan started his career at McLarens UK as Loss Adjuster in Edinburgh, Scotland in 1984. After a period 
working with Mathews Daniels an energy Loss Adjusters in the Middle East in the 1990’s he then 
moved to Jakarta, leading the Risk Management and Large/Technical claim specialist at IBS who is one 
of leading Insurance brokers in Indonesia in 1999 before becoming country manager of Cunningham 
Lindsey Indonesia in 2004. After this tenure, he moved to PT. Willis Indonesia as Director and thereafter 
in Director level positions with other loss adjusting companies in Asia until his last position as Director at 
PT. Radita Hutama Internusa/CTC in Indonesia before he joined PT. McLarens Indonesia in second half  
of 2018.

He takes the role as Technical Director and is also responsible for liaison with the foreign insurance and 
reinsurance markets following his long experience with the Asia Pacific and London markets.  

He does the peer review of all reports including marine claims whether it is a cargo, hull or marine liability.

Support Team

Andrew Clydesdale ACILA, AInstLM
TECHNICAL ADVISOR
+62 (0) 217504514 | andrew.clydesdale@mclarens.com

Andrew as Technical Adviser is responsible primarily for major losses, major loss organization, service 
standard compliance and customer relations. He is  an Associate of Chartered Institute of Loss  
Adjusters – UK and also an Associate of The Institute of Leaders & Managers (AinstLm) – Marlborough UK.

Andrew has over 26 years experiences in loss adjusting in the UK specializing in Commercial, 
Environmental, Real Estate and Private Clients. He works on his own portfolio cases as well as peer 
reviewer of most of the reports prepared by Adjusters of all line of business including the marine claims 
such as Marine cargo claims, marine loading / unloading survey / Marine Machinery & Hull such as tug 
and barge, ferry, inter island vessels, and tankers, marine liability, etc.

It is our philosophy and practice to leverage support from adjusters in other related non-marine 
disciplines to handle marine claims concertedly with a diverse range of expertise. 

Jakarta Surabaya Branch
We have the following personnel in Surabaya branch who are deployed for both marine and 
non-marine cases.

Mochammad Achsani BE (Electrical), ICAP, ANZIIF (Assoc), CIP, FIFAA
BRANCH MANAGER
+62 (0) 315689198 | alan.gallacher@mclarens.com

He is the branch manager and Senior Adjuster in Surabaya who has handled many marine cargo claims.

He is qualified as Indonesian Certified Adjusting Practitioner as well as an associate of ANZIIF.

Tony Soegijanto BE (Electrical), ICAP, ANZIIF (Snr Assoc), CIP
SENIOR ADJUSTER
tony.soegijanto@mclarens.com

Tony is a Senior Adjuster with wide experience in handling large marine claims for machinery and also 
regular cargo claims.

He is qualified as Indonesian Certified Adjusting Practitioner as well as a Senior Associate of ANZIIF.

Totok Swandono
SURVEYOR (MARINE & NON-MARINE)
totok.swandono@mclarens.com

He is a General Surveyor for marine & non-marine cases. 
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